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From: Marilyn Idle 
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 10:16 AM
To: Marilyn Idle
Cc: Thomas, Diana L LASS:EX; Commission Secretary BCUC:EX; Grace; Alex Atamenenko; 

Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Hans Karow
Subject: Please read my/our urgent request, thanks

  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Marilyn Idle  
To:  
Cc: Thomas, Diana L ; Commission Secretary BCUC:EX ; Grace ; Alex Atamenenko ; john.slater.mla@leg.bc.ca ; Hans 
Karow  
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:11 AM 
Subject: Fw: Please read my/our urgent request, thanks 
 
FYI 
  

Hi All  
  
I have already signed. I'm going out of country for a few weeks. But this just came to me 
from Han's. He is from BC but he must be on holiday in Germany, as this came urgently 
from internet cafe. 
  
Han's is a retired electrical contractor (forgive me but I'm can't recall his official title) 
He became organic farmer in BC. And is now retired. He helped us (15 years ago) when 
Fortis was going to put a high power line too near our bedrooms! He helped our whole and 
other communities (for the last 20 years) freely volunteering his knowledge. He has helped 
to keep Power companies Fortis dialoguing with families for what they need for 
wellness. He has helped educate thus prevented many "power" location (mistakes which 
might have accidentally harmed family-members).  
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He has attended countless BCUC BC Utilities Commission meetings and taught busy 
hard-working parents they can do this.  
  
He wants things to be bio-safe so does this FREELY on the behalf of families. With no pay 
for his work, hardly any volunteers, yet has uplifted Fortis and BC Hydro transparent to 
remain honest about bio-safely risk/problem aware. 
  
In my view, because of him, my child, other children and families remained "power" 
safe.  When he says smart meters wifi are a risk for one, some or  many, he knows what he 
is talking about. Effects of wrongly placed or unwanted wired or wireless (Wifi Smart Meter 
in this case) if real. In our case 15 years ago it was a high power line which Fortis was 
going to put near our home for their convenience when our child was two.  
  
I just randomly googled, to give you independent example of that power is safe! Yet that 
someone who feels pain when too close is near bio-affecting frequency emissions. Whether 
low or high, wired or wireless frequency penetrates and "heats" or "talks with brains" 
vibrates to hearts, nerves and bodies. Depending on what frequency technology you enjoy -
---- It is your call or right to turn power to turn it off for rest/sleep or simply for frequency-
quiet, to be a distance distance for your frequency mental-quiet or bio-safety!  
  

Shock Riding Under High Voltage Lines  
Does anybody else get a static electricity shock when riding underneath high voltage power 
transmission lines?  
 
When I ride under these lines with my hands on the hoods (105 shifters on my Specialized 
Roubaix carbon frame) I feel a sharp tingling pain if I touch the adjusting screws at the top of 
the lever arms. Happens every time whenever I pass under the wires. Doesn't seem to matter 
which wires either. 
 
It makes me glad I don't live anywhere near these things. 
http://forums.roadbikereview.com/general-cycling-discussion/shock-riding-under-high-voltage-
lines-248803.html 

As always, do the research and draw your own conclusions. Share this with one other 
parent who may want to do the same. 
  
Wellness to you and yours 
  
Marilyn Idle JD LLB 
This letter is as concerned citizen and parent and is opinion only. 
Thinking about retiring very soon from my volunteer for 16 years position of  
Wellness Advocate for People and Biosphere 
  
Here (see below my comments/vies) see Hans (from Internet cafe in Germany) urgent 
report for BC, please pass on to families.  
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YES THIS IS OUR FORTIS applying for this! Is it safe. My view is this, I don't prefer it and I 

have put a sign on my analogue meter.  It's not 
green, does not save money, not private, not healthy, especially for infants/children. This 
is opinion only, I have read about 500 papers on this, from around the world. There are 
other bio-safe, with "controllable" off-on options for frequency, methods that keep home-
owners FREE from Wifi-net-blanketed, home and neighourhood. 
  
If you got this in error and don't want wellness issues reports which occasionally come by my desk, return 
this and I'll remove you from my email. 
  
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Hans Karow  
To: undisclosed-recipients 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:19 AM 
Subject: Please read my/our urgent request, thanks 
 
Please consider signing, see 2) 
  
so far all the work with re microwave emmitting wireless smart meters remained in very few hands of volunteers. 
Our Group (Citizens for Safe Technology, CST) has been working on this issue for over two years, and hopefully we can 
at least persuade our government that people have the option to opt out from wireless smart meters. 
  
Those smart meters can be wired, thus being absolutely safe. 
  
The Provincial Health Officer, Dr. Perry Kendall, assurance, that wireless smart meters are safe, is not correct! CST has 
challenged him many times, but understandable he is being biased and forced by Health Canada. Health Canada's 
radio/microwave frequency radiation guidelines are obsolete and not addressing the non-thermal effects of the radio-
/microwave frequency radiation of wireless gadgets. With all other wireless gadgets, we have the choice! 
Not so with the wireless smart meters, which are emmitting thousends times per day, year round! 
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I challenge anyone to question or prove our CST's work being wrong or dooms-daying, I invite you to do so, and I will 
respond to each one! 
  
Again, consider to sign the petition, and please ask many others you know. 
  
Thanks, 
Hans Karow, internet-cafe in Germany. 
  

Von: "Dennis and Sharon Noble"  
An: "  
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 6. März 2013 09:06:11 
Betreff: BCUC's Fortis hearing update March 5  PLEASE SIGN PETITION!! WE WANT 30,000 
SIGNATURES 

1) DAY 2’S TRANSCRIPT OF FORTIS HEARING ATTACHED.   David’s questioning 
of Dr. Bailey’s (of Exponent) qualifications begin in page 421. There are some 
interesting questioning of Bailey and the justification of Fortis’s use of Exponent to 
justify the meters AFTER the contract was signed later on. Tomorrow (Wed.) I believe 
David will be cross examining Bailey. Please remember to attend and lend support 
whenever you can. The next rally will be on Friday.  
  
  
2)  Last week I asked anyone who had not signed the petition on Citizens for Safe 
Technology to please do so ASAP. John Horgan had agreed to present to the 
Legislature before it closed on Wed. But now the fear is that Clark, under pressure, 
will be closing the session early. Mr. Horgan has asked for the petition to be 
presented on Monday. It is our goal to get 30,000 signatures of people asking for a 
cessation of the mandatory smeter program.  
[Petition]Please go to 
http://www.citizensforsafetechnology.org/uploads/scribd/CST MARCH2013.pdf 
and sign by Sunday eve. Get friends, families, colleagues to do so!!! But only 
those who have not signed before. No duplicates please. Let’s make it 30,000 
plus!!! 
  
  
3) From a member, information about one appliance dealer’s plan for “smart chips”. 
a news release from Bosch from the Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show in Las 
Vegas dated Jan. 8, 2013. 
Trade Shows 
  
At this week's Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas you can find connected 
appliances that turn on from a smart phone, refrigerators that let you know when the 
milk is sour and washer-dryer pairs that talk to each other. But you won't find any of 
these whiz-bang innovations at the Bosch booth. The company, known mostly for its 
dishwashers, said it will forgo those features until smart apps are smart enough to talk 
to all brands of appliances. 
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Instead of developing a proprietary "smart home" system that doesn't work with other 
appliance brands, Bosch's appliance division wants to wait for a standard that allows 
the company's washers, dryers, refrigerators, ranges and dishwashers to connect with 
competitors'. "I can't imagine in the long run that customers will go for a generic 
approach of one maker only," Bosch CEO Werner Struth said during his appearance 
at the show, reports Reviewed.com. 
  
  
3) A news report about an unfortunate incident that has been related to Corix’s 
installation.  http://bc.ctvnews.ca/b-c-man-uses-bomb-to-fight-smart-meter-installation-
rcmp-1.1181522  Let’s hope that we soon will learn that there was some other 
underlying problem and that the violence was not directly due to this undemocratic 
program.  
  
  
4) Idaho’s use of wired meters is being looked at by other areas after the furor about 
wireless meters: http://eastcountymagazine.org/node/12615  
  
5) Not smeter related, but important:  
  
Israeli scientists find possible link between cellphone use, thyroid cancer by Dan Even - 
Haaretz - March 06, 2013: 
- http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/israeli-scientists-find-possible-link-between-
cellphone-use-thyroid-cancer.premium-1.507552 
 




